INTRODUCTICIN
For Boolean variables x,, ..., xn we define the "threshold k" function 1 if a t least k of the x l , .... xn are 1 (0 otherwise.
In [Kr] Krichevskii proved that any monotone
Boolean formula, i.e., formula using only conjuiiction and disjunction, for Th2(xI, ..., xn) must be of size (i.e., number of occurrences of variables) Q(n log n), and hence so does Thk(x ,,..., xn). k>2.
In [K] Khasin proves the existence of formulae for T h k ( x l , ..., xn) of size O ( n log n) for fixed k ;
unfortunately, the proof is not constructive (an exhaustive search for such a formula would take time exponential in n). Kleiman and Pippenger, in [K,P] , have constructed formulae for T h k ( x I , .... x,)
of size O(n log n(z) ) for fixed k. In this paper,
we construct monotone formulae for T h k ( x l , ..., x,)
of size O ( n log n) in time polynoniial in n for fixed k. In addition, we prove the existence of monotone formulae of size O(k12.% log n). We also prove constructions for formulae of size ~( k~.~~n log n)
which also use negation.
k log*n As a byproduct of our construction, we solve the following combinatorial problem. I t is well known that for fixed k and any n, there exists a collection of r=O(log n) functions, f , , ..., f,. from
(1 ,_.., n) to ( 1 ,..., k), such that any subset of { l , ..., n)
of order k is mapped 1-1 to 11, ..., k ] by a t least one fi. Previous proofs are nonconstructive. We give a construction for such a collection of functions.
I n Section 1, we give a sirnple construction for Thk(x l,....xn) which, for fixed k, is of size O(n log n) and requires polynomial time in n. The construction makes use of certain sets, which, t o coding theorists, are certain types of error-correcting codes.
In Section 2, we explain those more thoroughly, and derive more general results using these codes, including the O(k12% log n) existence theorem. The rest of the paper is devoted to quicker constructions of these codes, using well-known coding techniques. Section 3 gives a randomized algorithm for construction, simplified by using linear codes. Section 4 uses the idea of concatenating codes and Reed-Solomon codes, which greatly improve the construction a t the cost of lengthening 0272-54281 84/oooO/0506%01.00 @ -1984 IEEE the code somewhat. Section 5 uses BCH codes and a Justesen code to give explicit codes; these codes are much longer than those of Sections 3 and 4 (giving threshold function formulae for size c * n log n for fixed k with a much larger constant c).
The Thk(xl, ..., xn) construction probleiii was posed to the author by L. G. Valiant; the author would like to thank him, as well as P. Elias and ?VI.
0. Rabin, for several helpful conversations and suggestions.
T H E BASIC COMSTRUCTlON
We construct formulae of the form where each F. is of the form
where A i ,..., A i are disjoint subsets of 11 ,..., 11). W c shall call each A\ ,..., A i a parririori of 11 ,..., n ) , though we do not require AiU ... UAk to be all of {l, ..., n ) .
T h e formula (1.1) is valid iff the r partitions have the property that each subset ( i l ,..., ik) of (1 ,..., n) is separured by at least one of the partitions, i.e., for some j the sets A i , ..., Ah each contain esactly one element of 11 l,...,ik). Such a collection of partitions will be called a n n,k scheme uf size r. T h e formula (1.1) has length < r n . In what follows, we construct n,k schemes of size O(1og n) for fixed k. we define the partition of (1, ..., 2")
Since a n y two distinct integers of { 1,...,2"') differ a t the j-th digit of their binary representations for some Our idea is to considcr, for some base h, a subset S of 11 ,..., b"') such that any two distinct elements of S, expressed in base b, differ o n more than 2/3 of their (first) m digits. For such S , any triple (s,y,z) of distinct elements of S 311 differ on a t least one of the first m digits, because each of the three pairs (x,y), (y,z), and (x,z) coincide on less than 1/3 of these digits.
Partitioning by digits as before we get a I S I ,3
scheme of size linear in m (where I S I denotes the cardinality of S). If h is chosen large enough, w e find a n S of size exponential in ni.
O n 11, ..., h]", the set of m-tuples of integers from 1 to h, we define the "Hamming distance," Since this set has a t least I {l,.
elements, we can keep choosing s i ' s for i 5 b".
The above construction of S takes polynomial time i n bmc, since we can go through the set { l , ..., blmc in some order to find points for S; each time we add a point x to S we "mark off" the points in Bomc(x).
Proof. I n the above lemma, let P = (: ), let ni be Hence for any n, we can take m=rlogbni (Tal denoting the smallest integer >a) to get an n,k schcme of size O(1og n).
Furthermore, the construction of S is done i n polynomial time of brnc=O ( nC).
We can significantly improve 0x1 Lemma 1 by using Stirling's formula where < r , < -l -1 2 n + 1 1211
of size O(l0g n) in rime pobnomiaf in n.
For fised k we can corutruct n,k schenies ProoJ For c=2P we need b222 and thus
since (l+l/n)"<e, for all 11.
Also. using ( l + l / n ) " + ' < 4 and n'/('-') 5 2 for all 1122, we see that for c=E2 it suffices to choose
Thus in Theorem 1.2 we can take c=k(k-1) and b=2k2(k-1)2 or c = 1/4 k2(k-1)2 arid bz.l.k(k-1).
3.. THE G E N E R A L THEORY
In this section, we generalize on tho basic construction of Theorem 1.2 and describe how the thcory of error-correcting codes ties into our cons t r uc t ion. Proof. For integers jl,j2 with l < j l < m c and lgj21r
we define the partition whose u-th subset is We will devote Sections 3-5 to explaining some of these techniques. Before doing so, we shall discuss the implications of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Proof.
By Lernnia 2 . 3 , thcre exist monotone formulae for T h k ( x l ,. . . ,xdk2) of size 0 (k' o.6).
Combining this with 'Theorcm 3.2 in which we take (Z/pZC:)mC wlth {l,.. ,plmc, and the notions of Hamming dlstance and 111111i::ial distancc of a subset carry over to ( Z / P Z )~~ S o t e that for vector
We define the weight of the vector, v, to be
Let T be a n y lincar subspacc of (Z/p7L)mC. Thcn the inininium distance of T, Since the probability that p(vi, span(vl,...vi~l))>Qmc is we have that S has minimum distance >hit with is enough to guarantee the existence of a b,ni,c,O set P -2
which is also a linear subspace of ( Z / P Z )~' .
Proposition 3.1. Let T be a subspace of (Z/piZ)mC of minimum distance 2 d arid let v be a vector whose distance Next, we demonstrate collections d mentioned previously. Now consider the case n=q'-1 (note t h a t the UCII codes multiplicative order of q in qc-1 is c).
with such n are called primitive.
